INTRODUCTION {#s1}
============

Approximately 240 million individuals worldwide are chronically infected with hepatitis B virus (HBV), and over 650,000 people die per year owing to HBV-associated liver diseases such as cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) ([@B1], [@B2]). Several nucleos(t)ide inhibitors, as well as interferon alpha (IFN-α), are approved for the treatment of chronic hepatitis B (CHB). However, because these therapies rarely lead to functional cure, there is an urgent need to develop new antiviral therapies.

HBV X protein (HBx) is a 154-amino-acid protein expressed shortly after infection, which localizes predominantly to the nucleus of HBV-infected primary human hepatocytes (PHH) ([@B3]). HBx is an attractive therapeutic target for the treatment of CHB because this viral protein is required for the maintenance of the covalently closed circular DNA (cccDNA) HBV genome in a transcriptionally active state ([@B4][@B5][@B6]). Recent studies demonstrated that cccDNA transcription is inhibited by the structural maintenance of chromosomes 5/6 complex (Smc5/6) and that HBx redirects a cellular DNA damage-binding protein 1 (DDB1)-containing E3 ubiquitin ligase to target this complex for degradation ([@B7], [@B8]). This newly defined mechanism also accounts for the ability of HBx to transactivate episomal DNA templates ([@B7], [@B9]).

Various studies have identified key regions required for HBx function, although these results have not been validated in the context of a natural HBV infection system. One such study identified a conserved alpha-helical motif in HBx called the H-box (residues 89 to 98), which is the minimal region required for DDB1 binding ([@B10][@B11][@B12]). In addition, transactivation- and plasmid-based HBV replication studies suggested that HBx~58--140~ (residues 58 to 140) and HBx~43--154~, respectively, constitute the minimal functional region of HBx ([@B13], [@B14]). Interestingly, the central and C-terminal regions of HBx contain a number of highly conserved cysteine (C) and histidine (H) residues, suggesting that coordination of metal ions and/or formation of disulfide bonds may be important for HBx function. A recent study described the elemental characterization of recombinant HBx which was fused to maltose-binding protein (MBP) to enable expression in a soluble form ([@B15]). This demonstrated that the MBP-HBx fusion contains iron and zinc ions but did not establish the functional relevance of this observation. Interestingly, zinc binding is essential for the function of a number of viral and host proteins that bind DDB1 (DCAFs \[DDB1-Cul4-associated factors\]). For example, the host cereblon protein, the Vpx protein of HIV-2, and the V protein of paramyxovirus SV5 (SV5-V) coordinate either one or two zinc ions via CCCC, CCHH, and/or CCCH motifs ([@B16][@B17][@B18]). Zinc binding plays a critical structural role in each of these proteins. In contrast to these other DCAFs, the structure of HBx has not been determined, and it is not known whether zinc (or other metal ion) binding is required for HBx function.

In the present study, we performed biophysical analyses of recombinant HBx (in both the presence and absence of DDB1), as well as *in vitro* HBV infection studies in PHH, to (i) determine whether HBx function requires metal ion binding and (ii) identify key regions and residues required for HBx function.

RESULTS {#s2}
=======

Recombinant HBx is soluble and exhibits stoichiometric zinc binding when expressed in the presence of DDB1. {#s2.1}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We first expressed and purified a series of recombinant proteins to characterize metal ion binding by HBx in the presence and absence of DDB1 ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). HBx and SV5-V (another viral DCAF) were expressed in Escherichia coli, and DDB1 was expressed and purified from insect cells. HBx, SV5-V, and DDB1 were purified using various affinity columns followed by size exclusion chromatography (SEC). HBx was also coexpressed with DDB1 or expressed as a fusion with DDB1 in insect cells and purified using tag affinity columns, a MonoQ column, and SEC. The design of the fusion protein was based upon a construct that was used to identify Smc5/6 as an HBx interaction partner ([@B7]). By generating a fusion protein, we were able to form an HBx:DDB1 complex of defined stoichiometry that was stable and could be purified to homogeneity. Purification tags were removed from the proteins during the purification process, with the exception of HBx, which contained an N-terminal His tag. The purified proteins were mostly monomeric (or formed a 1:1 complex in the case of coexpressed HBx:DDB1) and monodisperse by analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC) and dynamic light scattering (DLS) ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Strikingly, in contrast to HBx expressed alone, HBx expressed in the presence of DDB1 was soluble in the absence of detergent. To our knowledge, this represents the first time that full-length HBx protein has been successfully expressed and purified in a soluble form in the absence of detergents or fusion to a physiologically irrelevant protein (e.g., MBP).

###### 

Biophysical characterization of HBx, DDB1, and HBx-DDB1 complexes[^*a*^](#T1F1){ref-type="table-fn"}

  Protein(s)                                                 Species determined by AUC (%)   %Pd by DLS    Mean molar ratio by ICP-MS ± SEM[^*c*^](#T1F3){ref-type="table-fn"}   Detergent required for solubility                                                               
  ---------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------- ------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------
  DDB1                                                       6.4S (99)                       10.9S (1)     9                                                                     ≤0.2 ± 0.1[^*f*^](#T1F6){ref-type="table-fn"}   ≤0.1 ± 0.1[^*f*^](#T1F6){ref-type="table-fn"}   No
  HBx                                                        1.6S (80)                       3.5S (7)      ND                                                                    0.0 ± 0.0[^*f*^](#T1F6){ref-type="table-fn"}    0.0 ± 0.0[^*f*^](#T1F6){ref-type="table-fn"}    Yes[^*d*^](#T1F4){ref-type="table-fn"}
  HBx:DDB1 coexpressed                                       6.6S (99)                       9.9S (1)      12                                                                    0.7 ± 0.1                                       ≤0.1 ± 0.1[^*f*^](#T1F6){ref-type="table-fn"}   No
  HBx-DDB1 fusion                                            6.8S (92.4)                     10.4S (6.7)   19                                                                    1.3 ± 0.2                                       ≤0.1 ± 0.0[^*f*^](#T1F6){ref-type="table-fn"}   No
  HBx~CCCH~-DDB1 fusion[^*e*^](#T1F5){ref-type="table-fn"}   ND                              ND            ND                                                                    0.3 ± 0.0                                       ≤0.1 ± 0.0[^*f*^](#T1F6){ref-type="table-fn"}   No
  SV5-V                                                      2.1S (94.7)                     5.2S (2)      18                                                                    1.9 ± 0.1                                       0.0 ± 0.0[^*f*^](#T1F6){ref-type="table-fn"}    No

AUC, analytical ultracentrifugation; DLS, dynamic light scattering; %Pd, percent polydispersity; ND, not determined.

The main species was a monomer of each protein or a one-to-one complex in the case of the HBx:DDB1 coexpressed construct.

ICP-MS (inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry) data are expressed as mean molar ratios ± SEM (*n* = 2 to 7 independent experiments).

HBx expressed alone required 0.01% Fos-choline 14 for solubilization.

HBx~CCCH~ refers to the HBx C61A/C69A/C137A/H139A mutant protein.

Values represent the limit of quantitation.

We next characterized the recombinant HBx proteins by performing a series of DDB1 binding studies using time-resolved fluorescence resonance energy transfer (TR-FRET). For these studies, His-HBx and glutathione *S*-transferase (GST)-DDB1 were expressed separately or coexpressed and then purified using affinity columns, ion exchange, and SEC. We first demonstrated that His-HBx expressed alone (detergent solubilized) could bind GST-DDB1 (data not shown). We then confirmed that the His-HBx:GST-DDB1 interaction for both His-HBx expressed alone as well as the coexpressed His-HBx:GST-DDB1 complex could be disrupted by the addition of recombinant untagged HBx, SV5-V, or DDB1 but not bovine serum albumin (BSA) ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} and [Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). We also verified that a wild-type HBx H-box peptide (HBx~88--102~) disrupted the His-HBx:GST-DDB1 interaction (albeit less efficiently than full-length HBx protein), whereas an H-box peptide containing a mutation that reduces DDB1 binding (R96E) did not ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} and [Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). These TR-FRET data demonstrate that recombinant HBx (expressed alone or coexpressed with DDB1) interacts with DDB1 in a manner that can be competitively inhibited.

###### 

Competitive inhibition of the HBx:DDB1 interaction[^*a*^](#T2F1){ref-type="table-fn"}

  Competitor[^*b*^](#T2F2){ref-type="table-fn"}   Mean IC~50~ (nM) (SEM)   
  ----------------------------------------------- ------------------------ -------------
  HBx                                             61 (±5)                  9 (±5)
  SV5-V                                           7 (±2)                   4 (±2)
  DDB1                                            204 (±25)                16 (±0.2)
  HBx H-box peptide (wild type)                   5,000 (±1,000)           1,560 (±93)
  HBx H-box peptide (R96E mutant)                 166,000 (±37,000)        \>100,000
  BSA                                             \>3,000                  \>100,000

The interaction between His-HBx and GST-DDB1 was measured by TR-FRET. Data are expressed as means (SEM) (*n* = 2 to 5 independent experiments). Note that the wild-type SV5-V H-box peptide also competitively inhibited HBx:DDB1 binding (data not shown).

Competitor proteins and peptides were not tagged. BSA, bovine serum albumin.

HBx expressed alone required detergent for solubilization.

![Characterization of recombinant HBx proteins. (A, top) TR-FRET analysis of the coexpressed His-HBx:GST-DDB1 complex in the presence of recombinant untagged HBx, SV5-V, DDB1, and BSA. (Bottom) TR-FRET analysis of the coexpressed His-HBx:GST-DDB1 complex in the presence of the wild-type (WT) HBx H-box peptide and a mutant HBx R96E H-box peptide. (B, top) Western blot analysis of PHH lysates collected 72 h after transduction with lentiviruses expressing GFP, Myc-HBx, Myc-HBx R96E, or the Myc-HBx-DDB1 fusion. HBx and the HBx-DDB1 fusion were detected using an anti-Myc antibody. Data are representative of results from 3 independent experiments. (Bottom) PHH were transduced with the same lentiviruses and 1 day later were infected with HBVΔX. Extracellular HBeAg levels at day 13 postinfection are expressed as a percentage of the value for the HBx control; the bar height indicates the mean of data from 3 independent experiments, and the error bars represent the SEM. Statistical significance relative to the GFP control was calculated by one-way ANOVA with Dunnett's multiple-comparison correction. \*\*\*, *P* \< 0.001; ns, not significant (*P* \> 0.05).](JVI.00250-19-f0001){#F1}

Since it is not possible to perform comparable competitive binding studies with the recombinant HBx-DDB1 fusion protein, we confirmed the biological relevance of this construct in primary human hepatocyte (PHH) studies. We transduced PHH with lentiviruses expressing green fluorescent protein (GFP), HBx, DDB1-binding-deficient HBx (HBx R96E), or the HBx-DDB1 fusion. As expected, both HBx and the HBx-DDB1 fusion promoted the degradation of Smc6, whereas GFP and HBx R96E did not ([Fig. 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). We also evaluated the same lentiviruses in PHH infected with an HBx-negative virus (HBVΔX), using extracellular hepatitis B virus e antigen (HBeAg) levels as a surrogate marker of HBV transcription ([@B19]). An analogous HBx *trans*-complementation assay was recently used to evaluate the activity of X proteins from various mammalian hepadnaviruses ([@B20]). Consistent with the ability of the HBx constructs to mediate Smc6 degradation, HBVΔX transcription was rescued only by HBx and the HBx-DDB1 fusion ([Fig. 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Collectively, these data demonstrate that the HBx-DDB1 fusion construct is functional in PHH, thereby suggesting that the recombinant HBx-DDB1 fusion protein can adopt a physiologically relevant structure.

We next used inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) to determine whether the recombinant proteins contained iron or zinc ions ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Both coexpressed HBx:DDB1 as well as the HBx-DDB1 fusion protein contained zinc in an ∼1:1 molar ratio. Zinc was not detected in HBx expressed in the absence of DDB1. SV5-V contained two zinc ions, and DDB1 contained no zinc ions, consistent with previous structural studies ([@B17]). Iron was not detected in any of the recombinant proteins. Because zinc binding plays a critical structural role in various host and viral DCAFs, the absence of zinc in HBx expressed alone suggests that this protein does not completely adopt a physiologically relevant conformation in the absence of DDB1.

Biophysical analyses of recombinant HBx indicate that C61, C69, C115, and C137 are involved in zinc binding. {#s2.2}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We next performed mass spectrometry-based hydrogen-deuterium exchange (HDX) analysis of the coexpressed HBx:DDB1 complex in the presence and absence of a zinc-chelating agent. The goals of these studies were to confirm that recombinant HBx binds zinc in the presence of DDB1 and to identify those regions of HBx that are involved in zinc binding. In this manner, we examined 28 overlapping peptides of HBx (95% coverage) and 194 peptides of DDB1 (89% coverage) (see Fig. S1 and S2 in the supplemental material). In line with the ICP-MS data, the HDX analysis indicated that HBx binds zinc when bound to DDB1. Almost all regions of the HBx protein (as represented by the peptic peptides) underwent rapid exchange, indicating that HBx has a highly exposed dynamic conformation. We found differences in deuterium uptake in some of the HBx peptides upon removal of zinc ([Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"} to [D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The difference between the two states was mainly observed at early time points (10 to 60 s). By examining all peptides in those regions that showed changes in HDX upon zinc binding, we identified regions spanning positions 54 to 71, 86 to 102, 109 to 116, and 126 to 150 as being potentially involved in zinc binding. The involvement of these regions is either by direct zinc binding or by remote conformational changes induced by binding. Interestingly, the two states converge within 60 s of hydrogen-deuterium exchange, indicating that zinc association and dissociation are dynamic and that equilibrium likely has a significant off-rate. Of note, the HDX pattern of the HBx-DDB1 fusion protein in the presence and absence of a zinc-chelating agent was comparable to that of the coexpressed HBx:DDB1 complex (Fig. S3). In line with the solubility and zinc binding data, this suggests that the structure of HBx, when covalently tethered to DDB1, is similar to that of HBx in the coexpressed HBx:DDB1 complex.

![Identification of HBx cysteine residues protected upon zinc binding using HDX and kinetic NEM footprinting. (A to D) Comparison of deuterium uptake kinetic plots for select HBx peptides in the coexpressed HBx:DDB1 complex in the presence (black) and absence (red) of zinc. These peptides are representative of larger regions in the protein that show changes in HDX upon binding (as described in the text). (E to H) Kinetics of NEM labeling of select cysteine residues of HBx protein in the coexpressed HBx:DDB1 complex in the presence (green) and absence (blue) of zinc. The circles indicate the means, and the error bars represent the SEM. Statistical significance was calculated by a two-tailed *t* test. Only the four cysteines with significant differences (*P* \< 0.01) are shown.](JVI.00250-19-f0002){#F2}

In addition to locating various regions of HBx likely involved in zinc binding, HDX also provides insights into other sections of the proteins comprising the complex. In the absence of zinc, most of the regions in HBx undergo rapid uptake of deuterium (within 10 s, resembling a "burst phase") to approximately 70% exchange, followed by a leveling off (Fig. S2). We attribute the leveling off to composite behavior over the region represented by the peptic peptide (i.e., exchange of both structured and unstructured sections). The leveling-off effect at \<100% is not due to back-exchange, as there are regions in HBx and DDB1 that give ∼100% exchange. The overall HDX behavior indicates that HBx is largely unstructured, except for a few short regions (e.g., HBx~47--56~) that are structured and show little HDX. Another major difference is HBx~86--100~, which contains the H-box domain. This region becomes less dynamic in the presence of zinc binding, but its HDX resembles that of the rest of the protein. In contrast, most of the DDB1 regions show slower HDX uptake, with no "burst phase," indicating that the protein is largely structured throughout (Fig. S1).

HDX defined various regions of HBx likely involved in zinc binding but did not identify specific residues that could play a role in binding this metal ion. We therefore used a cysteine-specific alkylating reagent, *N*-ethylmaleimide (NEM), to perform kinetic footprinting of zinc-bound and zinc-free HBx:DDB1 protein complexes. To induce differential labeling for cysteines that were buried or solvent exposed, we carried out time-dependent NEM labeling of the coexpressed HBx:DDB1 complex over a time range of 30 s to 10 min. The results obtained are consistent with the HBx regions identified in our HDX experiments, in that C61, C69, C115, and C137 showed significant decreases in NEM labeling between the zinc-free and zinc-bound states in the complex ([Fig. 2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"} to [H](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). None of the other cysteines in HBx or DDB1 showed significant NEM labeling differences. Thus, both HDX and NEM footprinting of cysteine residues indicated that four cysteines in HBx (C61, C69, C115, and C137) are involved in zinc binding by either serving as binding-site ligands or undergoing protein folding upon binding to become less solvent exposed.

HBx cysteine residues do not form disulfide bonds. {#s2.3}
--------------------------------------------------

Cysteine residues can also play an important role in the folding and stability of proteins by forming disulfide bonds. It was previously reported that recombinant HBx forms 4 to 5 disulfide bonds ([@B21], [@B22]). However, our mass spectrometry analysis of recombinant HBx expressed in the presence of DDB1 failed to identify any disulfide bonds (data not shown). We therefore evaluated whether any of the HBx cysteines could form disulfide bonds in a cellular context. Using a mass spectrometry-based proteomics approach, we mapped the formation of disulfide bonds in hemagglutinin (HA)-tagged HBx (HA-HBx) transiently expressed in Huh-7 cells ([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}) and HEK293T cells (data not shown). All 10 HBx cysteine residues were detected in the reduced form in both cell types under both nonreducing and reducing conditions. These data therefore indicate that the cysteine residues of HBx expressed in human cell lines do not form either intramolecular or intermolecular disulfide bonds. The absence of disulfide bonds in HBx under these conditions is in accordance with the generally accepted principle that disulfide bonds usually form in the lumen of the endoplasmic reticulum rather than in the reducing environment of the cytosol ([@B23]).

###### 

Characterization of HBx cysteine residues in Huh-7 cells[^*a*^](#T3F1){ref-type="table-fn"}

  Cysteine position(s)[^*b*^](#T3F2){ref-type="table-fn"}   Sequence[^*c*^](#T3F3){ref-type="table-fn"}                 Peptide position(s)[^*d*^](#T3F4){ref-type="table-fn"}   Confidence (%)[^*e*^](#T3F5){ref-type="table-fn"}   MW (charge state)[^*f*^](#T3F6){ref-type="table-fn"}
  --------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------
  6, 7                                                      L[CC]{.ul}QLDPAR                                            2, 3                                                     98.89                                               1,131.516 (2)
  17, 26                                                    DVL[C]{.ul}LRPVGAES[C]{.ul}GRPFSGSLGTLSSPSPSAVPTDHGAHLSLR   4, 13                                                    99.00                                               4,444.202 (5)
  61, 69                                                    GLPV[C]{.ul}AFSSAGP[C]{.ul}ALR                              5, 13                                                    99.00                                               1,661.802 (2)
  115                                                       D[C]{.ul}LFKDWEELGEEIR                                      2                                                        99.00                                               1,937.883 (3)
  137                                                       LKVFVLGG[C]{.ul}R                                           9                                                        98.33                                               1,147.654 (3)
  143, 148                                                  LV[C]{.ul}APAP[C]{.ul}NFFTSA                                3, 8                                                     99.00                                               1,553.701 (2)

Analysis performed by LC-MS.

Position(s) of the cysteine in the HBx protein sequence.

Cysteine residues are underlined.

Position(s) of the cysteine in the peptide sequence modified by iodoacetamide.

Confidence of identification evaluated by Protein Pilot.

MW, molecular weight of the peptide with the modification on cysteines. The charge state of the ion detected by mass spectrometry is in parentheses.

Residues 45 to 140 constitute the minimal functional region of HBx. {#s2.4}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

To complement the biophysical analysis of recombinant HBx, we next determined which regions and residues are essential for HBx function in PHH. In these studies, PHH were transduced with lentiviruses expressing GFP, full-length wild-type HBx (HBx~1--154~), or HBx with either a truncation or point mutation. The PHH were subsequently infected with HBVΔX, with HBx function being measured by determining intracellular Smc6 and extracellular HBeAg levels. The HBx mutants evaluated in this manner are summarized in [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. Of note, we previously demonstrated that lentivirus-expressed wild-type HBx predominantly localizes to the nucleus, which is consistent with the spatial distribution of HBx expressed in the context of natural infection ([@B3]).

![HBx mutants evaluated in PHH. Shown is a simplified schematic representation of the HBx protein; the green box denotes the H-box. HBx residue numbers are shown directly above the schematic, and HBx point mutations are displayed directly below. The circle color represents the degree of sequence conservation for each residue. The white circle denotes \<90% sequence conservation in HBx. The red circle signifies \>90% sequence conservation in HBx but not conservation in woodchuck, woolly monkey, and bat hepadnaviruses. The yellow circle denotes \>90% sequence conservation in HBx and conservation in the woodchuck, woolly monkey, and bat hepadnaviruses. Truncation mutants are shown below the schematic, with the N and C termini of each mutant displayed on the right. The yellow circles in each HBx truncation mutant represent the positions (if present) of C61, C69, C137, and H139.](JVI.00250-19-f0003){#F3}

We first evaluated a series of N- and C-terminal HBx truncations. This revealed that HBx~31--154~, HBx~45--154~, and HBx~1--140~ promoted Smc6 degradation and significantly induced HBVΔX transcription, whereas HBx~79--154~, HBx~1--138~, HBx~1--136,~ and HBx~1--125~ did not ([Fig. 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Collectively, these data indicate the HBx~45--140~ is the minimal functional region of HBx, and this was confirmed by demonstrating the functional activity of this truncation mutant ([Fig. 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Overall, the functionality of the HBx truncations is consistent with the putative zinc-binding cysteines (C61, C69, C115, and C137) being potentially required for HBx function in PHH.

![Identification of the regions required for HBx function in HBV-infected PHH. (A, top) PHH were transduced with lentiviruses expressing GFP, full-length HBx (HBx~1--154~), or HBx with either an N-terminal or C-terminal truncation. Cell lysates were analyzed by Western blotting at 72 h posttransduction. HBx was detected using an anti-Myc antibody. (Bottom) PHH were transduced with the same lentiviruses and 1 day later were infected with HBVΔX. Extracellular HBeAg was measured at day 13 postinfection. (B) PHH were transduced with lentiviruses expressing GFP, full-length HBx (HBx~1--154~), or HBx~45--140~. Cell lysates were analyzed by Western blotting at 72 h posttransduction. HBx was detected using an anti-Myc antibody. (Bottom) PHH were transduced with the same lentiviruses and 1 day later were infected with HBVΔX. Extracellular HBeAg was measured at day 13 postinfection. Data are expressed as a percentage of the value for the full-length HBx control; the bar height indicates the mean of data from 3 independent experiments, and the error bars represent the SEM. Statistical significance relative to the GFP control was calculated by one-way ANOVA with Dunnett's multiple-comparison correction. \*\*\*, *P* \< 0.001; ns, not significant (*P* \> 0.05).](JVI.00250-19-f0004){#F4}

C61, C69, C137, and H139 are essential for HBx function in PHH. {#s2.5}
---------------------------------------------------------------

We next determined which cysteine residues are required for HBx function in PHH. Using the same experimental setup as the one described above, we evaluated HBx mutants in which cysteines were individually mutated to alanine (A) ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). This demonstrated that C6A, C7A, C17A, C26A, C115A, C143A, and C148A induced Smc6 degradation and rescued HBVΔX transcription, whereas C61A, C69A, and C137A did not ([Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). It is notable that C115 is not essential for HBx function in PHH despite being identified by NEM footprinting as being altered by zinc binding. A likely explanation is that HBx protein folding upon zinc binding leads to a conformational change around C115 that reduces solvent exposure and accessibility to alkylating agents.

![Identification of cysteine and histidine residues required for HBx function in HBV-infected PHH. (Top) PHH were transduced with lentiviruses expressing GFP, wild-type HBx (WT), or HBx mutants in which a single cysteine residue was mutated to alanine. Cell lysates were analyzed by Western blotting at 72 h posttransduction. HBx was detected using an anti-Myc antibody. (Bottom) PHH were transduced with the same lentiviruses and 1 day later were infected with HBVΔX. Extracellular HBeAg was measured at day 13 postinfection. Data are expressed as a percentage of the value for the wild-type HBx control; the bar height indicates the mean of data from 3 independent experiments, and the error bars represent the SEM. Statistical significance relative to the GFP control was calculated by one-way ANOVA with Dunnett's multiple-comparison correction. \*\*\*, *P* \< 0.001; ns, not significant (*P* \> 0.05).](JVI.00250-19-f0005){#F5}

Since zinc-binding motifs can comprise both cysteine and histidine residues, we also evaluated whether any histidine residues are essential for HBx function in PHH. The same alanine mutational approach demonstrated that H49A, H52A, and H94A promoted Smc6 degradation and significantly induced HBVΔX transcription, whereas H139A did not ([Fig. 6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Taken together with the biophysical analyses of recombinant HBx, these data suggest that HBx coordinates zinc via a CCCH motif comprising C61, C69, C137, and H139. In line with this interpretation, simultaneous mutation of these four residues (HBx~CCCH~) inhibited HBx function in PHH ([Fig. 6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}), and recombinant HBx~CCCH~ expressed as a fusion protein with DDB1 contained substantially less zinc than the HBx-DDB1 fusion protein ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). In light of these data, we next evaluated whether various metal ions chelators \[e.g., *N*,*N*,*N*′,*N*′-tetrakis(2-pyridinylmethyl)-1,2-ethanediamine) (TPEN)\] that deplete intracellular zinc have an impact on HBx function in PHH. Unfortunately, these studies were unsuccessful owing to the well-characterized cytotoxic effect of these agents ([@B24], [@B25]).

![Identification of histidine residues required for HBx function in HBV-infected PHH. (A, top) PHH were transduced with lentiviruses expressing GFP, wild-type HBx (WT), or HBx mutants in which a single histidine residue was mutated to alanine. Cell lysates were analyzed by Western blotting at 72 h posttransduction. HBx was detected using an anti-Myc antibody. (Bottom) PHH were transduced with the same lentiviruses and 1 day later were infected with HBVΔX. Extracellular HBeAg was measured at day 13 postinfection. (B, top) PHH were transduced with lentiviruses expressing GFP, wild-type HBx, or HBx in which cysteine 61 (C61), C69, C137, and histidine 139 (H139) were all mutated to alanine (HBx~CCCH~). Cell lysates were analyzed by Western blotting at 72 h posttransduction. HBx was detected using an anti-Myc antibody. (Bottom) PHH were transduced with the same lentiviruses and 1 day later were infected with HBVΔX. Extracellular HBeAg was measured at day 13 postinfection. Data are expressed as a percentage of the value for the wild-type HBx control; the bar height indicates the mean of data from 2 independent experiments, and the error bars represent the SEM. Statistical significance relative to the GFP control was calculated by one-way ANOVA with Dunnett's multiple-comparison correction. \*\*\*, *P* \< 0.001; ns, not significant (*P* \> 0.05).](JVI.00250-19-f0006){#F6}

Consistent with C61, C69, C137, and H139 being essential for HBx function, this CCCH motif is highly conserved in HBV ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Strikingly, the motif is also conserved in the X protein from woodchuck hepatitis virus (WHx) as well as the X proteins from various mammalian hepadnaviruses that can promote the degradation of Smc6 and functionally substitute for HBx in HBV-infected PHH ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B20]). Therefore, zinc binding may also be required for the function of the X proteins from these mammalian hepadnaviruses.

The HBx CCCH motif is not essential for DDB1 binding in PHH. {#s2.6}
------------------------------------------------------------

Since zinc coordination plays a key structural role in other host and viral DCAFs, a potential consequence of mutation of the HBx CCCH motif is disruption of DDB1 binding. To evaluate this possibility, we transduced PHH with various HBx cysteine and histidine point mutants and performed immunoprecipitation (IP) of DDB1 followed by Western blot analysis of HBx. The R96E point mutant that reduces DDB1 binding was included as a control. As expected, wild-type HBx coimmunoprecipitated with DDB1, whereas only very low levels of the R96E mutant did so ([Fig. 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). All the HBx cysteine and histidine mutants tested (including the CCCH quadruple mutant) coimmunoprecipitated with DDB1 ([Fig. 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). These data suggest that C61, C69, C137, and H139 are not essential for HBx binding to DDB1 in PHH. This is consistent with the TR-FRET data that demonstrate that the HBx H-box peptide, as well as recombinant HBx expressed in the absence of DDB1 (which does not bind zinc), can bind DDB1 ([Tables 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}).

![HBx C61, C69, C137, and H139 are not required for DDB1 binding. PHH were transduced with lentiviruses expressing the indicated proteins. (Top) Cell lysates were analyzed by Western blotting at 72 h posttransduction. (Bottom) DDB1 immunoprecipitation (IP) of the cell lysates was analyzed by Western blotting. HBx was detected using an anti-Myc antibody. Data are representative of results from 3 independent experiments.](JVI.00250-19-f0007){#F7}

DISCUSSION {#s3}
==========

The Smc5/6 complex was recently identified as an intrinsic restriction factor that is targeted for degradation by HBx protein ([@B7], [@B8], [@B19]). While this represents a significant advance in our understanding of HBx function, there is still much to learn about this viral regulatory protein. Based upon a series of biochemical, biophysical, and cell-based analyses, the present study indicates that highly conserved HBx cysteine and histidine residues (C61, C69, C137, and H139) form a zinc-binding motif that is required for HBx function. These data are consistent with a previous study that demonstrated that C61, C69, and C137 are required for HBx transactivation ([@B13]). Zinc binding plays a key structural role in a number of other viral DCAF proteins, including HIV-2 Vpx and SV5-V, as well as hosts DCAFs such as cereblon ([@B16][@B17][@B18]). Moreover, a number of viral proteins (e.g., HIV-1 Vif and herpes simplex virus \[HSV\] ICP0) that redirect other host ubiquitin ligases to target restriction factors for degradation are also dependent on zinc binding ([@B26], [@B27]).

Another notable finding from this study is that HBx is soluble and binds zinc when expressed in the presence of DDB1. This observation has two important implications. First, it suggests that DDB1 binding is required for HBx to adopt a physiologically relevant conformation. Second, it indicates that zinc binding is not essential for the interaction between HBx and DDB1. TR-FRET studies with recombinant HBx and DDB1 as well as coimmunoprecipitation (co-IP) experiments in PHH support this conclusion. The \>80-fold difference in the 50% inhibitory concentrations (IC~50~s) of the HBx protein versus the HBx H-box peptide in the TR-FRET assay also suggests that the H-box is not the sole site of binding between HBx and DDB1. Consistent with our data, a yeast-two hybrid study reported that HBx~76--125~ is sufficient for DDB1 binding, indicating that the CCCH motif is not necessary for this interaction ([@B12]). In contrast, a second study reported that HBx C61 and C69 (and, by extension, zinc binding) are required for DDB1 binding ([@B28]). In light of these conflicting data, structural and biochemical studies of the DDB1-HBx-Smc5/6 ternary complex will be required to determine the precise role that zinc binding plays in HBx function.

Although the structure of the HBx H-box peptide binding to DDB1 has been determined ([@B11]), the structure of HBx protein has remained elusive. The present study provides promising new directions for HBx structural studies. First, it provides a method to produce soluble recombinant HBx protein that likely adopts a physiologically relevant conformation (see above). Second, consistent with previous studies, our mapping of the minimal function region of HBx demonstrates that the N-terminal region, which is thought to be unstructured ([@B29]), is not required for function. Future studies will therefore focus on determining the structure of N-terminally truncated HBx either coexpressed with DDB1 or expressed as a fusion with DDB1.

HBV can integrate into the host genome, typically via a double-stranded linear DNA form of the virus ([@B30]). Although HBV that integrates in this manner does not support viral replication, it can produce HBsAg and likely HBx. In this integrated form, the HBx protein is truncated by 3 or more amino acids ([@B31][@B32][@B33]). Previous studies have demonstrated that short C-terminal truncations do not impact the transactivation function of HBx ([@B13], [@B32], [@B34][@B35][@B36]). In line with these observations, we found that HBx with a C-terminal deletion of 14 amino acids (HBx~1--140~) promotes Smc6 degradation and *trans*-complements HBVΔX transcription. These data are consistent with the ability of X proteins from rodent and bat HBVs to substitute functionally for HBx in human cells despite the fact that they lack 9 to 12 of the C-terminal amino acids present in HBx ([@B20]). Because the C-terminal truncation removes the HBx stop codon, HBx-host cell fusion proteins can be produced by HBV integration events. The functionality of HBx fusion proteins was not the focus of the present study. However, a previous study demonstrated that an HBx-cell fusion protein derived from integrated HBV can retain transactivation activity ([@B37]), suggesting that HBx with a C-terminal extension with a host protein can be functional. Collectively, these data suggest that HBx produced from integrated HBV has the potential to promote the degradation of Smc5/6 and facilitate cccDNA transcription. This observation is of particular relevance to HBeAg-negative CHB, because integrated HBV is likely a significant source of HBsAg and HBx in these patients ([@B38]). In addition, it has important implications for HBV pathogenesis because HBx has been implicated in both the development and progression of HCC ([@B39][@B40][@B41]).

The N-terminal 20 residues of HBx (HBx~1--20~) are highly conserved in HBV as well as in HBx proteins from various mammalian hepadnaviruses ([@B20]). The N-terminal 58 residues are not required for the transactivation function of HBx ([@B13]), and the present study demonstrates that the N-terminal 44 residues are not required for Smc6 degradation and *trans*-complementation of HBVΔX transcription. Although the high degree of sequence conservation in this region may be due to a requirement to maintain the viral RNase H sequence in an overlapping reading frame ([@B42]), our data raise the question as to why the HBx open reading frame includes this apparently nonessential region. A potential explanation is that this region has a regulatory role, with the N-terminal 20 HBx residues being reported to *trans*-repress HBx-mediated transactivation ([@B43], [@B44]). Although our studies with lentivirus-expressed HBx do not demonstrate that N-terminally truncated HBx (HBx~31--154~ and HBx~45--154~) is more active than full-length HBx (HBx~1--154~), such a phenotype may be apparent only in the context of HBx expressed from cccDNA. Similarly, natural infection studies with the appropriate HBx mutants may be required to determine if deletion of the highly conserved N-terminal region modulates HBx expression or stability. Additional studies are therefore required to determine whether the HBx N terminus has a regulatory role or whether this highly conserved sequence has some alternate function.

Analysis of liver samples from HBV-positive HCC patients suggests that an alternative transcription start site (TSS) located within the HBx open reading frame between the first (M1) and second (M79) start codons may give rise to a shorter HBx protein (HBx~79--154~) ([@B45]). This shorter HBx protein has been reported to retain transactivation function ([@B46]). However, the observation from the present study that HBx~79--154~ is inactive suggests that translation initiation from M79 is not likely to generate a functional protein. Furthermore, mutation of M79 to alanine also did not influence HBx function as measured by Smc6 degradation and HBV transcription (data not shown). Similarly, the X protein from tent-making bat HBV has a leucine at this position but can still functionally substitute for HBx ([@B20]). Finally, cccDNA of HBVΔX is transcriptionally silent in PHH; this virus has a stop codon at residue 7 of HBx, and while it cannot produce full-length HBx, it can presumably produce HBx~79--154~ ([@B4], [@B19]). Collectively, these data suggest that this shorter HBx protein is not functional in the context of natural infection *in vitro*. However, because there is heterogeneity in TSS usage between patient liver samples and HBV-infected PHH ([@B45]), *in vivo* studies will likely be required to determine whether the shorter HBx protein plays a critical role in the HBV replication cycle.

In summary, the results reported here provide important new insights into the HBx structure-function relationship and suggest a new approach for HBx structural studies. Future studies will focus on determining the structure of this key viral regulatory protein.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#s4}
=====================

Expression and purification of DDB1. {#s4.1}
------------------------------------

The DDB1 construct (GenBank accession no. [Q16531](https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/protein/Q16531)) was engineered to contain TEV (tobacco etch virus) protease-cleavable N-terminal His and GST tags (His-GST-TEV-DDB1) and cloned into the pFastBac1 vector. The recombinant protein was expressed from baculovirus-infected sf9 cells at a density of 1.5 × 10^6^ cells/ml in ESF-921 medium (Expression Systems, Davis, CA) and harvested at 70 h postinfection. A 1-liter cell pellet was suspended in 100 ml buffer A \[25 mM Tris (pH 7.5), 300 mM NaCl, 0.5% (vol/vol) Triton X-100 (TX-100), and 2.5 mM Tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine hydrochloride (TCEP)\] supplemented with two tablets of EDTA-free Complete protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche Diagnostics, Risch-Rotkreuz, Switzerland). Cells were lysed with a Dounce homogenizer and subjected to ultracentrifugation at 185,000 × *g*. The clarified supernatant was purified through glutathione resin equilibrated with buffer B (25 mM Tris \[pH 7.5\], 300 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM TCEP) and eluted with buffer C (25 mM Tris \[pH 7.5\], 300 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM TCEP, 20 mM reduced glutathione). Recombinant TEV protease was added to purified His-GST-TEV-DDB1, and the reaction was performed at 4°C overnight. The reaction mixture was applied to Ni affinity chromatography columns to remove the uncleaved protein, and the tag-removed fractions were pooled and further purified by size exclusion chromatography using a 120-ml Superdex 200 column (GE Healthcare, Little Chalfont, UK) equilibrated with buffer B. The molar mass and purity of DDB1 were confirmed by mass spectrometry.

Expression and purification of the HBx-DDB1 fusion protein. {#s4.2}
-----------------------------------------------------------

The HBx-DDB1 fusion protein is similar to the construct that was used to identify Smc5/6 as an HBx interaction partner ([@B7]). The HBx-DDB1 fusion construct (His-TEV-HBx-DDB1) encodes (from the amino terminus) a 10-His tag, a TEV protease cleavage site, HBx, a 12-residue linker (SGSGSGSGSGSG), and DDB1. His-TEV-HBx-DDB1 was cloned into the pFastBac1 vector. The HBx sequence of the HBx-DDB1 fusion protein and all other recombinant HBx proteins was the same as the sequence of HBx expressed in HepAD38 cells (genotype D; GenBank accession no. [AUG90794](https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/protein/AUG90794)). The fusion protein was expressed in sf9 cells at a density of 1.5 × 10^6^ cells/ml in ESF-921 medium, and cells were harvested at 70 h postinfection. A 1-liter cell pellet was suspended in 100 ml buffer A containing protease inhibitors, lysed with a Dounce homogenizer, and subjected to ultracentrifugation at 185,000 × *g*. The supernatant containing the solubilized His-TEV-HBx-DDB1 fusion protein was applied to a 5 ml Ni-nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA) column (GE Healthcare) equilibrated in buffer B. The column was washed with 50 ml of buffer B containing 20 mM imidazole, and His-TEV-HBx-DDB1 was eluted with a gradient of buffer B containing 500 mM imidazole over 50 ml. Fractions containing His-TEV-HBx-DDB1 were pooled, buffer exchanged to buffer D (25 mM Tris \[pH 7.5\], 50 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM TCEP), and applied to an 8-ml MonoQ column (GE Healthcare). His-TEV-HBx-DDB1 was eluted using a linear gradient from 50 mM to 1 M NaCl. Fractions containing His-TEV-HBx-DDB1 were pooled, and TEV protease was added and incubated overnight at 4°C, followed by the use of a Ni-NTA column to remove the uncleaved protein. The flowthrough from the Ni-NTA column was concentrated and further purified by size exclusion chromatography using a 24-ml Superdex 200 column (GE Healthcare) equilibrated in buffer B. The molar mass and purity of the HBx-DDB1 fusion protein were confirmed by mass spectrometry analysis.

Expression and purification of the HBx:DDB1 coexpressed complex. {#s4.3}
----------------------------------------------------------------

Wild-type HBx (genotype D) was cloned into the pFastbac1 vector. The baculoviruses of HBx and His-GST-TEV-DDB1 were used to coinfect sf9 cells. The cells were harvested at 64 h postinfection and lysed in buffer A containing protease inhibitors as described above. The clarified supernatant was applied to glutathione resin equilibrated with buffer B and eluted with buffer C. The purified HBx:His-GST-TEV-DDB1 complex was subjected to TEV protease cleavage at 4°C overnight and applied to a Ni affinity chromatography column to remove the uncleaved protein complex. The untagged fractions were pooled, equilibrated in buffer D, and applied to an 8-ml MonoQ column. The HBx:DDB1 complex was eluted using a linear gradient from 50 mM to 1 M NaCl. Fractions containing both HBx and DDB1 were pooled and further purified by size exclusion chromatography using a 24-ml Superdex 200 column (GE Healthcare) equilibrated in buffer B. The molar mass and purity of the HBx:DDB1 complex were confirmed by mass spectrometry.

Expression and purification of the His-HBx:GST-DDB1 coexpressed complex. {#s4.4}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Wild-type HBx (genotype D) was cloned into the pFastBacHTA vector. DDB1 was engineered with a GST tag at the N terminus and cloned into the pFastBac1 vector. The baculoviruses of His-HBx and GST-DDB1 were used to coinfect sf9 cells. The cells were harvested at 64 h postinfection and lysed in buffer A containing protease inhibitors as described above. The clarified supernatant was applied to glutathione resin equilibrated with buffer B and eluted with buffer C. The purified His-HBx:GST-DDB1 complex was applied to a 5-ml Ni-NTA column (GE Healthcare) equilibrated in buffer B. The column was washed with 50 ml of buffer B containing 20 mM imidazole and eluted with a gradient of buffer B containing 500 mM imidazole over 50 ml for further purification. Fractions containing both His-HBx and GST-DDB1 were pooled and further purified by size exclusion chromatography using a 24-ml Superdex 200 column (GE Healthcare) equilibrated in buffer B. The molar mass and purity of the His-HBx:GST-DDB1 complex were confirmed by mass spectrometry.

Expression and purification of His-HBx and SV5-V. {#s4.5}
-------------------------------------------------

His-HBx, encoding wild-type HBx (genotype D) preceded by a His tag and a TEV cleavage site, was generated by PCR. The PCR fragment was ligated into pET-28a. His-HBx was expressed in E. coli Rosetta2(DE3) cells. Cells were grown in LB at 37°C, and expression was induced with 1 mM isopropyl-β-[d]{.smallcaps}-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) for 12 h at 16°C. Cells were lysed in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) supplemented with 1 mM dithiothreitol (DTT). The membrane fraction was isolated by centrifugation and solubilized with 1% Fos-choline 14 (FC14). The solubilized membranes were loaded onto a HiTrap SP column, and the column was washed with a solution containing 20 mM morpholineethanesulfonic acid (MES) (pH 6), 1 mM DTT, and 0.01% FC14 containing 100, 200, and 300 mM NaCl. His-HBx was eluted with 1 M NaCl. His-HBx-containing fractions were pooled, concentrated, and applied to a 24-ml Superdex 200 column equilibrated in a solution containing 20 mM HEPES (pH 7.2), 150 mM NaCl, 0.5 mM TCEP, and 0.01% FC14. The molar mass and purity of HIS-HBx were confirmed by mass spectrometry.

pGEX-SV5-V, encoding SV5-V (GenBank accession no. [P11207](https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/protein/P11207)) preceded by GST and a thrombin cleavage site, was generated by PCR. The PCR fragment was ligated into pGEX-4T1. GST--SV5-V was expressed in Rosetta cells. E. coli cells were grown in LB at 37°C, and expression was induced with 0.5 mM IPTG for 24 h at 16°C. E. coli cells were lysed in a solution containing 25 mM Tris (pH 8.5), 150 mM NaCl, 0.01% NaN~3~, and 1 mM DTT, supplemented with 1% TX-100. The soluble fraction was loaded onto glutathione agarose and eluted with 20 mM reduced glutathione. GST--SV5-V was incubated with thrombin and reapplied to glutathione agarose to separate SV5-V from GST and uncleaved GST--SV5-V. SV5-V was loaded onto a MonoQ column and eluted with a linear gradient from 50 to 1,000 mM NaCl. Fractions containing SV5-V were pooled and applied to a 24-ml Superdex 75 column equilibrated in a solution containing 25 mM Tris (pH 8.5), 150 mM NaCl, 0.01% NaN~3~, and 1 mM DTT. The molar mass and purity of SV5-V were confirmed by mass spectrometry.

Analytical ultracentrifugation. {#s4.6}
-------------------------------

Sedimentation velocity experiments with His-HBx, DDB1, the HBx-DDB1 fusion, and the HBx:DDB1 coexpressed complex were performed at 20°C in a ProteomeLab XL-A analytical ultracentrifuge (Beckman Coulter, Inc., Fullerton, CA). Samples of 400 μl in buffer identical to the final storage buffer for each protein with the exception of 0.01% NaN~3~ were loaded into a dual-sector charcoal-filled Epon centerpiece. Samples were centrifuged at 128,794 × *g* or 141,995 × *g* with an An50-Ti rotor, and sedimentation was monitored by the absorbance at a wavelength of 280 nm for each specific protein. Data were analyzed with the SEDFIT program (NIH, Bethesda, MD), which generated a continuous *c*(*s*) distribution for the sedimenting species for each protein analyzed.

Dynamic light scattering. {#s4.7}
-------------------------

The percent polydispersity (%Pd) values of SV5-V, DDB1, the HBx-DDB1 fusion, and the HBx:DDB1 complex were analyzed by dynamic light scattering (DLS) using a DynaPro Titan system (Wyatt Technology Corporation, Santa Barbara, CA). Each protein was diluted to 1 mg/ml and centrifuged at 18,800 × *g* for 10 min at 4°C prior to DLS measurements. Each sample was equilibrated at room temperature for 5 min and measured in triplicate, in which a single measurement consists of 10 acquisitions for 10 s at ambient temperature using DYNAMICS v6.12.0.3 software. The raw data were analyzed by distribution plots, and the %Pd was obtained from regularization analysis of each protein sample.

Time-resolved fluorescence resonance energy transfer. {#s4.8}
-----------------------------------------------------

The interaction between His-HBx and GST-DDB1 (expressed individually or coexpressed) was measured in the absence and presence of competing untagged proteins (HBx, DDB1, or SV5-V) or peptides (HBx H-box wild-type or R96E mutant peptide) by time-resolved fluorescence resonance energy transfer (TR-FRET). Assays evaluating the interaction of individually expressed His-HBx and GST-DDB1 were performed with a 75-μl final volume in a white 96-well microplate (Corning, Corning, NY) in buffer containing 25 mM HEPES (pH 7.2), 400 mM NaCl, 0.1 mg/ml BSA (Roche Diagnostics), 0.01% (vol/vol) Brij-35 (MilliporeSigma, St. Louis, MO), and 0.5 mM TCEP (MilliporeSigma). Briefly, 5 nM His-HBx and 5 nM GST-DDB1 were preincubated in the absence and presence of increasing concentrations of untagged proteins or peptides for 30 min at room temperature. Complex formation between His-HBx and GST-DDB1 was detected by the addition of fluorescently labeled detection antibodies following a 1-h incubation at room temperature. Eu-cryptate-conjugated anti-His antibody (fluorescence donor; Cisbio, Bedford, MA) and d2-conjugated anti-GST antibody (fluorescence acceptor; Cisbio) were used at concentrations of 1.78 nM and 6.67 nM, respectively. TR-FRET was measured on Tecan M1000 plate reader (excitation at 320 nm and emission at 615 nm and 665 nm).

Assays evaluating the interaction of the His-HBx:GST-DDB1 complex were performed with a 10-μl final volume in a white 384-well microplate (Corning) in buffer containing 20 mM HEPES (pH 7.2), 50 mM NaCl, 0.1 mg/ml BSA (Roche Diagnostics), 0.01% (vol/vol) Brij-35 (MilliporeSigma), and 0.5 mM TCEP (MilliporeSigma). Briefly, 3 nM the His-HBx:GST-DDB1 complex was preincubated in the absence and presence of increasing concentrations of untagged proteins or peptides for 1 h at room temperature. Complex formation between His-HBx and GST-DDB1 was detected by the addition of fluorescently labeled detection antibodies following a 1-h incubation at room temperature. Eu-cryptate-conjugated anti-His antibody (fluorescence donor; Cisbio, Bedford, MA) and d2-conjugated anti-GST antibody (fluorescence acceptor; Cisbio) were used at concentrations of 1 nM and 2.5 nM, respectively. TR-FRET was measured on an EnVision plate reader (excitation at 320 nm and emission at 620 nm and 665 nm).

For both assay formats, binding of His-HBx to GST-DDB1 results in an increase of TR-FRET between a donor and an acceptor, whereas the displacement of one of the interacting proteins by an untagged competitor protein or a peptide results in a decrease in TR-FRET. The dose response (ratio of the fluorescence intensities at 665 nm and 615/620 nm as a function of the competitor concentration) was analyzed using a 4-parameter logistic equation to calculate IC~50~ values.

Inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry. {#s4.9}
---------------------------------------------

Inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) was performed by Pacific Biolabs (Hercules, CA) using an Agilent Technologies 7700 series ICP-MS instrument (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA). For quantitative analysis, samples were diluted 1 in 10 with an internal standard solution. An eight-point calibration curve ranging from 1 ppb to 1,000 ppb was used to estimate the concentration of the analyte in the samples. All dilutions were made with pure Millipore water that had been generated with a MilliQ water purification system (∼18 MΩ cm). To minimize the memory effects of the analyte, a rinse solution comprised of 4% tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAH)--0.3% EDTA--0.4% Triton X-100 was injected after calibration standards and quality controls (QCs) and between the samples. Purified proteins were analyzed for the presence of iron and zinc. Protein concentrations were determined by the absorbance at 280 nm using an extinction coefficient calculated from the amino acid composition.

Hydrogen-deuterium exchange mass spectrometry. {#s4.10}
----------------------------------------------

Continuous hydrogen-deuterium exchange (HDX) labeling of the HBx:DDB1 complex was performed by taking 70 pmol of the complex and exchanging it in D~2~O (95%) at pH 7.4 at 25°C in 25 mM Tris buffer for 0, 10, 30, 60, 300, 900, 3,600, 14,400, and 86,400 s, as previously described ([@B47]). The same protocol was used for the HBx-DDB1 fusion protein. To remove the native zinc, the complex was incubated with 5 mM EDTA for 2 h at 37°C prior to HDX. Quenching was performed under reducing conditions by adding a solution of 4 M urea with 1% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) to the reaction vial at a 1:1.5 (vol/vol) protein/quench ratio. The final pH was kept at approximately 2.5 to minimize back-exchange. The samples were mixed and immediately loaded onto a custom-built HDX platform for desalting, online pepsin digestion, reversed-phase chromatography of peptic fragments, and direct injection into the mass spectrometer for analysis.

The samples were passed over a custom-packed 2-mm by 20-mm immobilized pepsin column at a 200-μl/min flow rate ([@B48]). The peptides resulting from digestion were captured by a 2.1-mm by 5-mm Opti-Lynx peptide microtrap column (Optimize Technologies, Oregon City, OR) and desalted at 200 μl/min with H~2~O containing 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid for 3 min. The resulting peptides were then separated by a 2.1-mm by 50-mm C~18~ column (2.5-μm XSelect charged surface hybrid \[CSH\] C~18~) with a 13-min gradient of 5 to 80% acetonitrile in 0.1% formic acid at a flow rate of 100 μl/min delivered by a high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) pump (Shimadzu Scientific Instruments, Kyoto, Japan). The linear part of the gradient from 1.5 to 8.5 min raised the acetonitrile content from 15% to 50%, during which time most of the peptides eluted from the C~18~ column. The entire fluidic system, except the pepsin column, was kept in an ice bath to minimize back-exchange. Duplicate measurements were carried out for each time point. MS detection was performed on a Thermo LTQ XL Orbitrap instrument (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) using the following instrument parameters: spray voltage of 4.8 kV, capillary temperature of 280°C, capillary voltage of 41.5 V, and tube lens at 145 V. Data were collected at a mass resolving power of 100,000 at *m/z* 400.

The collated peptide list from multiple MS2 runs and the MS1 raw files from nondeuterated runs were analyzed using HDX Workbench (Omics Informatics, Honolulu, HI) ([@B49]). The centroid masses of isotopic envelopes and deuterium levels were determined as described previously ([@B50], [@B51]).

NEM chemical footprinting. {#s4.11}
--------------------------

For NEM labeling, the coexpressed HBx:DDB1 complex both with native zinc and after zinc removal (EDTA treatment) was incubated with 1 mM NEM (protein:NEM at a 1:10 molar ratio) in 1× PBS (pH 7.4) at room temperature. Time-dependent labeling was performed in triplicate, and the reactions were quenched by the addition of 20 mM DTT after 30, 60, 120, 300, and 600 s. The labeled samples were digested overnight with chymotrypsin (Promega, Madison, WI) at 37°C with a protease-to-protein ratio of 1:20 (wt/wt) by using a previously described protocol ([@B52]). The digestion was terminated by adding 1% TFA. Approximately 5 pmol of digested peptides was injected for liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) analysis. Samples were first desalted on an Acclaim PepMap C~18~ column (105 μm by 2 cm, 5 μm, and 100 Å; Thermo Fisher Scientific) for 10 min. Separation was performed on a custom-packed UChrom C~18~ column (75 μm by 15 cm, 3 μm, and 200 Å; NanoLCMS Solutions, Oroville, CA) using an UltiMate 3000 RSLCnano system (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Peptides were eluted at a flow rate of 500 nl/min with the following gradient: 2% buffer B to 20% in 47 min, which was increased to 50% in 35 min and then to 90% in 15 min, held at 90% for 10 min, returned to 2% buffer B in 1 min, and equilibrated at 2% buffer B for 15 min. The flow was directed to a Nanospray Flex source coupled with a Q Exactive Plus Orbitrap mass spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) with a spray voltage of 3.2 kV and a capillary temperature of 200°C. In the data-dependent mode, the 10 most-abundant ions were selected for higher-energy collisional dissociation (HCD) with an isolation window of *m/z* 1.5 and a normalized collision energy of 30%.

NEM modification of cysteine-containing peptides was determined with Byonic (Protein Metrics, Cupertino, CA). Modification fractions for cysteine-containing peptides were interrogated with Byologic (Protein Metrics). Modification sites on the peptide were assigned on the basis of product ion spectra (MS/MS data) and were manually verified. Extracted ion chromatograms (XICs) were used to determine ratios of NEM modification for a particular cysteine residue by dividing the intensities of the modified peptides/residue (*I*~NEM~) by the summed intensity of modified and unmodified peptides (*I*) \[i.e., % modification = Σ*I*~NEM~/(Σ*I*~NEM~ + Σ*I*)\].

Liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry analysis. {#s4.12}
--------------------------------------------------------

Huh-7 or HEK293T cells grown to 90% confluence in six 100-mm plates were transiently transfected with the pcDNA4-HA-HBx plasmid using GenJet (SignaGen Laboratories, Rockville, MD) or X-tremeGENE HP DNA transfection reagent (Roche Diagnostics), respectively, according to the manufacturer's instructions. HA-tagged HBx was expressed for 36 h, and cells were harvested by lysis in buffer containing 0.15 M NaCl, 50 mM Tris (pH 7.5), 1% Triton X-100, and 1% deoxycholate (IP buffer). IP buffer (2 ml) was added to each 100-mm plate to lyse cells for 30 min at 4°C. Cellular debris and nuclei were removed by centrifugation for 10 min at 14,000 × *g* at 4°C. Precleared lysates were pooled, and HA-HBx protein was immunoprecipitated using 150 μl of Pierce anti-HA magnetic beads (Thermo Fisher Scientific) overnight at 4°C. Immunoprecipitates were washed three times with IP buffer and three times with IP buffer containing no detergents. Proteins were then either reduced by dithiothreitol and alkylated by iodoacetamide or left in their native form and then digested with trypsin overnight at pH 8.5. The resulting peptides were analyzed with an UltiMate 3000 RSLCnano system (Thermo Fisher Scientific) coupled to a TripleTOF 5600 mass spectrometer with a NanoSpray III source (Sciex, Redwood City, CA). The peptides were trapped and desalted with 2% acetonitrile in 0.1% formic acid at flow rate of 5 μl/min on an Acclaim PepMap100 column (5 μm, 2-cm by 100-μm internal diameter \[ID\]; Thermo Fisher Scientific). Eluted peptides were separated using an Acclaim PepMap100 analytical column (3 μm, 25-cm by 75-μm ID; Thermo Fisher Scientific). The 70 -min elution gradient at a constant flow rate of 300 nl/min was set to 5% phase B (0.1% formic acid in 99.9% acetonitrile) (phase A, 0.1% formic acid) for the first 10 min and then gradient elution by increasing the content of acetonitrile. The time of flight (TOF) mass spectrometer mass range was set to *m/z* 350 to 1,250, in the MS/MS mode, and the instrument acquired fragmentation spectra for ions of *m/z* 100 to 1,600. Protein Pilot 4.5 (Sciex) was used for peptide and protein identification using a database of sequences of HA-tagged HBx, Swiss-Prot human proteins (downloaded on 15 February 2016), and common contaminants.

HBV virion production and PHH infection. {#s4.13}
----------------------------------------

Production of HBVΔX virions from the HepG2-H1.3×^−^ stable cell line was performed as previously described ([@B19]). Lentiviruses stably expressing the c-Myc-tagged HBx-DDB1 fusion, wild-type HBx, or mutated or truncated versions of HBx (genotype D) were prepared using cDNA expression vectors with a cytomegalovirus (CMV) promoter (System Biosciences, Palo Alto, CA). The sequence of the HBx-DDB1 fusion was identical to that of the recombinant HBx-DDB1 protein. Cryopreserved PHH isolated from livers of deceased donors were purchased from Life Technologies (Grand Island, NY). Consent was obtained from the donor or the donor's legal next of kin for use of these samples and their derivatives for research purposes using institutional review board (IRB)-approved authorizations. PHH were thawed and then seeded in cell plating medium (Life Technologies) at a density of 65,000 cells per well in 96-well collagen-coated plates (Life Technologies). At 24 h postplating, the plating medium was replaced with maintenance medium (Life Technologies) containing 1.5% dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and 2% fetal bovine serum (FBS), and the cells were then incubated at 37°C in a humidified 5% CO~2~ incubator. PHH were incubated in maintenance medium for 1 day before lentiviral transduction (multiplicity of infection \[MOI\] of 3) in maintenance medium containing 8 μg/ml Polybrene. The cells were then evaluated by Western blotting or were infected with HBVΔX. For Western blot studies, at 72 h posttransduction, the cell lysates were generated by adding 250 μl 1× cell lysis buffer (Cell Signaling, Danvers, MA) supplemented with a protease inhibitor cocktail (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and then scraping the wells using a cell scraper. The lysates were sonicated for 30 s, centrifuged for 1 min at 21,130 × *g*, and then analyzed by Western blotting. For the infection studies, 1 day after lentivirus transduction, medium was removed, and cells were infected with HBVΔX virions (genotype D) at 500 to 1,000 viral genome equivalents per cell in medium containing 4% polyethylene glycol 8000 (PEG 8000) for 16 h at 37°C. Mock-infected cells were treated with medium containing 4% PEG 8000 in the absence of virus. At the end of the infection period, cells were washed three times with Williams' E medium (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and cultured in maintenance medium containing 1.5% DMSO and 2% FBS. The PHH medium was subsequently changed every 3 to 4 days until the end of the study.

Western blotting. {#s4.14}
-----------------

Western blot analysis of PHH was performed as previously described ([@B19]). Membranes were probed with a 1:250 dilution of monoclonal mouse anti-human Smc6 (clone 2E7/M01) (Abgent, San Diego, CA), a 1:1,000 dilution of mouse monoclonal anti-Myc (clone 9E10) (LifeSpan Biosciences, Seattle, WA), and a 1:2,000 dilution of rabbit monoclonal anti-glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) (clone 14C10) (Cell Signaling). IRDye 680RD goat anti-rabbit or IRDye 800CW goat anti-mouse IgG (Li-Cor, Lincoln, NE) at a 1:5,000 dilution was used as a secondary antibody. Blots were visualized using an Odyssey infrared imaging system (Li-Cor).

Coimmunoprecipitation assay. {#s4.15}
----------------------------

PHH were plated onto 6-well plates at a density of 1.5 million cells per well. The cells were transduced with GFP- or HBx-expressing lentiviruses (MOI of 3) 24 h after plating. At 72 h posttransduction, cell lysates were generated by adding 250 μl 1× cell lysis buffer (Cell Signaling) supplemented with a protease inhibitor cocktail (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and then scraping the wells using a cell scraper. The lysates were sonicated for 30 s and centrifuged for 1 min at 21,130 × *g*. The supernatants were collected, and 65 μl of each was set aside for Western blotting. Anti-DDB1 antibody (clone 5428) (Cell Signaling) was added to the remainder of the supernatant at a 1:250 dilution, and the samples were mixed gently with rocking overnight at 4°C. Protein A/G magnetic beads (Thermo Fisher Scientific) were washed according to the manufacturer's protocol, added to the lysate, and then incubated for 1 h at room temperature. The magnetic beads were washed three times using 1× cell lysis buffer (Cell Signaling) and then once with deionized water. Proteins bound to the beads were eluted by boiling in SDS-PAGE buffer for 10 min. The eluted proteins were subsequently electrophoresed for 1.5 h at 150 V on a NuPage 4-to-12% gradient gel in 1× MES buffer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and Western blotted as described above. HBx was detected using an anti-Myc antibody.

HBeAg analysis. {#s4.16}
---------------

Hepatitis B virus e antigen (HBeAg) was detected in culture media by an electrochemiluminescence assay (MSD). The HBeAg concentration in each sample was calculated by interpolation from a standard curve with purified HBeAg. The MSD assay was performed according to the manufacturer's instructions (Meso Scale Diagnostics, Rockville, MD). Briefly, cultured supernatants were inactivated with 0.5% Triton X-100 (30 min at 37°C) and then transferred into plates prespotted with an anti-HBeAg capture antibody (clone 773; GenWay Bio, San Diego, CA). The plates were then incubated overnight at 4°C. On the next day, the plates were washed three times with 1× PBS with 0.5% Tween, and an anti-HBeAg detection antibody (clone 774; GenWay Bio) was added to each well. Following a 2-h incubation at room temperature with fast shaking, the plates were washed with 1× PBS with 0.5% Tween, and a 2× solution of MSD read buffer T was added. The plates were then read on a Sector Imager 6000 plate scanner.

HBV sequence analysis. {#s4.17}
----------------------

A set of 7,253 HBx sequences (genotypes A to H) was downloaded from the March 2017 version of the HBV database ([@B53]), aligned using BioEdit ([@B54]), and analyzed using Pipeline Pilot (Biovia, San Diego, CA). The HBx sequence (GenBank accession no. [AUG90794](https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/protein/AUG90794); genotype D) was also compared to the X protein sequences from woodchuck hepatitis virus (GenBank accession no. [P03167](https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/protein/P03167)) as well as the X coding sequences from hepadnaviruses infecting the New World woolly monkey (GenBank accession no. [O71302](https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/protein/O71302)), the roundleaf bat (GenBank accession no. [U3M9Y2](https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gene/?term=U3M9Y2)), the horseshoe bat (GenBank accession no. [U3M9X8](https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gene/?term=U3M9X8)), and the tent-making bat (GenBank accession no. [YP_009046001.1](https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/protein/YP_009046001.1)).

Statistical analysis. {#s4.18}
---------------------

Data are expressed as means ± standard errors of the means (SEM) unless otherwise stated. Statistical significance was tested using a two-tailed *t* test (for two-sample comparisons) or one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with multiple-comparison correction (for multiple comparisons). A *P* value of \<0.05 was considered significant.

Supplementary Material
======================

###### Supplemental file 1

Supplemental material for this article may be found at <https://doi.org/10.1128/JVI.00250-19>.
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